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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Hypercanonical Joyce: Sam Selvon’s The Lonely
Londoners, creative disaffiliation, and the global
afterlives of Ulysses
Kiron Ward

ABSTRACT
Roughly two-thirds of the way through Sam Selvon’s The Lonely Londoners
(1956), there is a section highly redolent of the ‘Penelope’ episode of
James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922). Commonly referred to as ‘Summer’, the section’s
similarity to ‘Penelope’ has not gone unnoticed among either Joyce or Selvon
scholars; to date, however, only J. Dillon Brown (2013) has offered a
substantive reading of the connection. This article seizes on the relative
absence of critical discussion of Selvon in Joyce studies to consider what
might be the particular responsibilities that Joyce studies bears when reading
Joyce’s global afterlives. Drawing on critical debates around the concept of
global modernism, I discuss the terms of Joyce’s canonisation and his use in
‘diffusionist’ models of literary history. Building on Kandice Chuh’s (2019)
analysis of the combined effects of liberal representational politics and
hypercanonicity in literary studies, I contend that future studies of Joyce’s
global reception and influence should seek to establish mutually
transformative intercultural dialogue, which in turn requires opening the field
to unsettling Joyce’s position in literary studies – and, to that I end, I propose
that Selvon’s novel provides an exemplary model of engagement with Joyce
through ‘creative disaffiliation’.

ARTICLE HISTORY Received 21 December 2020; Accepted 3 November 2021

KEYWORDS Molly Bloom; Penelope; global modernism; Black British writing; Anglophone Caribbean
literature; influence studies; curricular multiculturalism; whiteness

This article emerges from an oft-made but little-elaborated observation: that
there is a passage about two-thirds through Sam Selvon’s The Lonely Lon-
doners (1956) that bears a conspicuous resemblance to the ‘Penelope’
episode of James Joyce’s Ulysses. Typically referred to as the ‘Summer’ or
‘summer-is-hearts’ section, its Joycean quality is obvious in its form alone:
one single, unpunctuated paragraph, that immediately recalls Molly
Bloom’s famous monologue. ‘Summer’ echoes ‘Penelope’ at the level of
content, too: just as Molly recalls past erotic encounters and fantasises new
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ones, ‘Summer’ describes Moses Aloetta and ‘the boys’ liming in Hyde Park,
cruising for sexual encounters, and negotiating the complexities of erotic
desire as racialised subjects in the imperial centre.1

Contemporaneous reviewers of The Lonely Londoners noted the simi-
larity, although, as J. Dillon Brown points out, it was not quite enough to
convince British reviewers that the novel was ‘of any real political, social,
or cultural concern to a British audience’.2 Within the significant body of
critical work on Selvon and The Lonely Londoners, the connection continues
to be noted – although, with the exception of Brown, analysis of the connec-
tion tends to be limited to either flagging its existence or holding it up as one
of the many examples of how Selvon’s literary language subverts European
traditions.3 This is fair: there is more than enough in the novel, and its
quasi-sequels, without getting into the detail of Joyce studies. Indeed, in a
novel replete with echoes of Dickens’ Bleak House and references to Arthur-
ian myth – a novel that opens with a nod to Eliot’s The Waste Land (‘One
grim winter evening, when it had a kind of unrealness about London… ’)
and closes with one to Conrad’s Heart of Darkness (‘He watch a tugboat
on the Thames, wondering if he could ever write a book like that… ’) –
one should be wary of overstating the significance of a singular allusion to
Joyce (TLL 1, 139). In context, the allusion arguably speaks as readily to
Joyce’s contemporaneous reputation as a representative of Anglophone
high culture as it does to anything specific to Ulysses (although, as I argue
below, Selvon is likely responding at both levels).

Yet for all their legendary industry, Joyce scholars have not got around to
Selvon.4 The absence of commentary on The Lonely Londoners from the per-
spective of Joyce studies is in some ways surprising: although ‘Summer’ can
certainly be read without getting into the minutiae of ‘Penelope’, elaborating
on allusions to Joyce and theorising Joyce’s global influence are among the
field’s specialties.5 Even from the perspective of modernist studies more
broadly, at a time when its investment in late colonial and postcolonial litera-
tures is growing thanks to the push for transnational, global, and planetary
perspectives on the field, it is notable that this connection has only been sub-
stantively considered by Brown, in a smart and expansive chapter ofMigrant
Modernism.6 What might it mean that such exceptionally productive fields as
Joyce studies and modernist studies have left this stone relatively unturned?
Isn’t the afterlife of Ulysses, a canonical work of Anglophone modernism, in
The Lonely Londoners, one of the foundational novels of both the Black
British and Anglophone Caribbean canons, worth some focused attention?

Of course it is; but for Joyce studies, and modernist studies at large, in
2022, the Joyce-Selvon connection is more complicated than a case of a here-
tofore underestimated allusion or unrecognised influence. Or, at least, it
should be more complicated than that – because studying Joyce’s global
afterlives raises thorny questions about what we do when we read for
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Joycean allusions and when we attribute Joycean influence, particularly to
writers who, like Selvon, have been important in the development and insti-
tutionalisation of ‘minoritised’ literary fields. While influence as such is not
reducible to allusion, which can happen with or without any formal, stylistic,
or other substantial influence, in a literary landscape already dominated by
Ulysses’ canonical cachet, it can be too easy to take allusions as proof of
influence, which in turn shores up Ulysses’ canonical cachet further – a tau-
tological process that Kandice Chuh argues is a key feature of ‘hypercanoni-
cal status’.7 Indeed, claims of Joycean engagement are not neutral: they loop
that text into Joyce’s cultural capital, for good or ill. As such, it is vital that
any consideration of Selvon’s engagement with Joyce avoid either using
Selvon as a staging post in a Joycean genealogy of the novel or framing
Joyce as Selvon avant la lettre. To make either move would be unfair to
both authors. On the one hand, Selvon’s achievement, including his use of
Joyce, deserves to be heard on its own terms, without being transformed
into further evidence of Joyce’s prowess or of the diffusion of European aes-
thetics to the rest of the world. On the other, while Joyce’s position as a colo-
nial subject of the British Empire is not in question, it would be at best
counterproductive to conflate Selvon’s experience as an Indian Trinidadian
in London with Joyce’s as a Catholic Irishman in Trieste, Zürich, and Paris;
as Mark Wollaeger puts it, ‘no one wants Joyce the God of Modernism to
become Joyce the Patron Saint of the Colonized’.8

As such, I am less interested in conjecturing on the relative lack of critical
attention to the Joyce-Selvon connection than I am in considering the critical
responsibilities and possibilities of reading Joyce’s reception and influence.
This necessitates a frank discussion of the ways Joyce’s afterlife has been con-
ceived in literary history. Moreover, if we are to stake a claim for Joyce’s con-
tinued relevance in his transcultural ubiquity – which is to say his
importance to literatures often introduced to academic study under the insti-
tutional signs of ‘postcolonialism’ and ‘world literature’ – then what steps can
be taken to ensure that the interaction is not one-sided? How can Joyce
studies ensure that those literatures go on to inform new perspectives on
Joyce – that Selvon’s use of Joyce informs future approaches to Joyce
studies? This is to engage with Wollaeger’s piercing critique of the tendency
of Joyce studies ‘to reuse existing theoretical templates under the rubric of
postcoloniality’.9 How can studies of Joyce’s global reception and influence
ensure that they do not develop readings of Joyce that posit a ‘postcolonial’
or ‘transnational’ or ‘global’ Joyce which is substantively indistinguishable
from existing approaches to Joyce? What can we do to ensure that Joycean
reception and influence studies deliver us to new critical ground?

Since, as Jonathan Goldman has cannily observed, the extent of Joyce’s
canonicity and international renown is such that, for Joyce scholars, the
world ‘has become a hunting ground for Ulysses allusions’,10 there is a risk
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that reading Joyce’s global afterlives can become a critical activity committed
to the preservation of Joyce as a transcendent literary figure through which
European modernism diffuses to the rest of the world. At the centenary of
Ulysses’ publication, I want to make a claim against any such hypercanonical
transcendence while at once making a positive claim for the value of studying
Ulysses’ global reception and influence. In the ambivalences of Ulysses’ global
afterlives, we can, if we allow ourselves, find different ways of understanding
relationships between the ‘canonical’ and the ‘minoritised’, and thereby open
the field to new critical formations. In what follows, I consider the history of
Joyce’s canonicity across the field of global modernist studies, before turning
to the Joyce-Selvon connection. The Lonely Londoners, I propose, can be
used as a model for considering simultaneously Joyce’s canonicity and his
European particularity: Selvon’s use of Joyce is not simply one passing allu-
sion among many to the canon, but a carefully considered engagement with
and disaffiliation from Joyce that is only legible when Joyce is taken as both
an avatar for European universality and particularity. For Selvon, canonicity
itself is meaningful, and as such Joyce’s difference is not identical to the
difference of others – and in Selvon’s creative disaffiliation from Joyce, we
find a model for studying Ulysses’ afterlives that can take us beyond the
shores of reified canonicity.

Joycean confirmation bias

Joyce’s canonicity is such that references to him and his works pop up in all
sorts of places, expected (the works of writers associated with him or writing
in his shadow) and less expected (t-shirts, television series, popular music,
internet memes, political speeches by US presidential candidates, an Irish
Navy patrol vessel); and, as Goldman suggests, study of these references
can be used to create both ‘a version of literary history’ and to assess ‘how
products of high culture determine our reading practices’.11 Indeed, if, as
Harold Bloom famously contends, ‘poetic history… is indistinguishable
from poetic influence’,12 then it follows that those with the longest afterlife
are likely to shape the terms of literary history. It is in this activity – the extra-
polation of narratives of literary history and theories of reading practice from
the evidence of Joyce’s ‘afterlife’ – that Joyce’s reception and influence are
often built into theories of global modernism (and world literature more
broadly).

It is certainly a legitimate task, then, for Joyce studies to trace Joyce’s
reception and influence: it is not an insular pursuit with no wider conse-
quence. By tracing the afterlives of so widely circulated an author as Joyce,
we can readily develop many different kinds of stories about modernism
and its legacies, as many Joyce scholars have done to great effect.13
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Nevertheless, as Goldman points out, there comes a point in the detection of
influence at which the question of intentionality rears its head:

the activity of searching for textual allusions to Ulysses raises theoretical com-
plications, because the results will depend on how deep one feels like digging
…Are such resonances intentional, and if so, how do they affect our under-
standing of these works? For some, such intentionality is irrelevant; any
echo of Joyce inflects the text’s meaning, regardless of the author’s aims.
With this in mind, we can consider the impulse to find such references, and
see that this approach imposes Joyce as a reading filter over other cultural
products.14

I do not intend to attempt to resolve intractable questions about intention-
ality – it is enough for the purposes of this essay to say that intentionality can
never be proven and move on – but Goldman’s warning about how the
impulse to find references can turn Joyce into a filter is crucial. Although
Goldman does not say so explicitly, over-eagerness to identify phenomena
as containing traces of Joyce and therefore bearing Joycean influence – to
see Joyce everywhere, as if ‘other cultural products’ were a Rorschach test
– presents a serious risk to the legitimacy of the study of Joyce’s afterlives.
Is Joyce’s use of Hamlet such that any subsequent text’s engagement with
Hamlet is also an engagement with Joyce? Are there certain words (ineluct-
able, metempsychosis, parallax) over which Joyce has a monopoly? Is any
text that stages a shift to a woman’s perspective automatically Joycean?

These are purposely hyperbolic hypothetical examples – and the answer to
each is, of course, no (even if they might each legitimate a comparative
reading). Influence can only convincingly be argued for through close
reading, which necessarily resists such superficial proposals. My point is to
illustrate the kinds of hermeneutic traps that Joyce’s hypercanonicity can
set. It can become too easy for what Ariela Freedman calls ‘the tendency
to spot the Joycean’ to give way to confirmation bias, finding Joyce wherever
one looks.15 Goldman gives the example of Elvis Costello: ‘“Battered Old
Bird” (1986) mentions burgundy, breakfast, a type-writer, and “the MacIn-
tosh man” – four signature details of Bloom’s day’.16 Another example
might be Josef von Sternberg’s crime filmUnderworld (1927), which features,
to no discernibly Joycean end, a character named Buck Mulligan. ‘Battered
Old Bird’ and Underworld each have plausible deniability: neither Costello
nor von Sternberg makes substantive use of Ulysses or even the idea of
Ulysses, even as the components of an allusion are there. Both can be read
as engaging with Ulysses, but in neither case does doing so illuminate
much about the text in question.17 Both simply attest, like so much else, to
Joyce’s cultural prominence – and at a certain point we may have to
concede that, on account of his ubiquity, Joyce’s influence in and of itself
is mostly unremarkable. We may do well to remember Jorge Luis Borges’
contention, in ‘The Approach to Al-Mu’tasim’, that, for all the ‘dazzled
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admiration of critics’, ‘points of congruence’ with canonical texts may in fact
be such texts’ least interesting feature.18

Firstness, diffusionism, and canonicity

Nonetheless, incidents of Joycean confirmation bias can be useful in under-
standing the nature of Joyce’s canonicity and the way it is used to construct
histories of literature – and among these the most notorious is surely Charles
R. Larson’s study The Emergence of African Fiction (1971). In this study,
Larson explicitly argues, among other things, for the modernist qualities,
of such now-canonical writers as Chinua Achebe, Wole Soyinka, Ngũgĩ wa
Thiong’o, and Ayi Kwei Armah. Overall, the study demonstrates, in the
words of one reviewer of the revised edition, ‘a Western approach to
African literature so inflexible and so insensitive that it is difficult to take
anything Larson has to say… seriously’ – and his egregious use of Joyce to
that end has become an infamous and originary case in African literary
studies.19 The nadir comes in Larson’s discussion of Armah: in addition to
numerous toe-curling inaccuracies and assumptions, he claims to prove
that Armah’s novel Fragments (1970) ‘shows an indebtedness to Joyce’ on
the basis of its dedication to ‘Ama Ata & Ana Livia’.20 Since Anna Livia is
a character in Finnegans Wake, Larson contends that the reference to ‘Ana
Livia’ ought to be read as a sign that the reader should place the Joycean
reading filter over Fragments. Needless to say, this connection is strained
at best; the claim of a Joycean debt proved so enervating to Armah as to
lead him to renounce his commitment not to write articles about his
writing and publish a legendarily blistering response,21 entitled ‘Larsony,
or Fiction as Criticism of Fiction’, in which he confesses to ‘have never
read even a single work by Joyce’ and clarifies that the dedication is to the
Puerto Rican activist Ana Livia Cordero, not Joyce’s fictional Anna Livia
Plurabelle.22

While Larson’s example is extreme – an instance of spurious close
reading, of both Fragments and Finnegans Wake, couched in frankly racist
assumptions about Armah’s personal life and sustained by a lack of basic
research, little of which stands corrected in the book’s revised edition23 –
his turn to Joyce as a predecessor for Armah is representative of a trend in
the study of global modernism: that is, the figuring of Joyce as an origin
point for formal prose experimentation. This is a trend that dates to some
of the earliest critical uses of Joyce: indeed, his relatively quick canonisation
occurred on the basis of his formal innovations, and this has shaped how his
work has been understood in the history of modernism from a relatively
early stage. Ezra Pound is a key figure in understanding this process: a foun-
dational and highly perceptive early reader of Joyce, Pound’s famous ideal
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type for literary history prioritised formal innovation as its dominant
criterion:

the best history of literature, more particularly of poetry, would be a twelve-
volume anthology in which each poem was chosen not merely because it
was a nice poem or a poem Aunt Hepsy liked, but because it contained an
invention, a definite contribution to the art of verbal expression.24

As Natalia Cecire puts it, Pound’s model ‘places forms in time in a particular
way, arguing for firstness: the first use of a given form’.25 And, as many recent
scholars of global modernism have noted, such use of firstness is inherently
‘diffusionist’,26 in that it constructs literary history according to the diffusion
or spread of innovation, usually from Europe to the rest of the world. Pound
demonstrates exactly this critical use of Joyce’s firstness and diffusionism as
early as 1928, in a discussion of William Carlos Williams’ The Great Amer-
ican Novel (1923) and John Rodker’s Adolphe (1920):

The two books are greatly different. The Great American Novel is simply the
application of Joycean method to the American circumjacence. The Adolphe
… brings the Joycean methodic inventions into a form; slighter than
Ulysses, as a rondeau is slighter than a canzone, but indubitably a ‘develop-
ment’, a definite step in general progress of writing… 27

For Pound, Williams and Rodker are equally legible through their respective
readings of Ulysses – both are the only ‘offspring of Ulysses… possessing any
value’ – and what, he implies, makes Adolphe more valuable than The Great
American Novel is the sense that it is a progressive step in ‘the genealogy of
writing [that] stems from Ulysses’.28 As such, firstness is the dominant cri-
terion, and Joyce’s firstness a waystation of which Williams is derivative
and on which Rodker may be building. For Pound, the innovations of the
first are diffused to all succeeding literature worthy of the term; indeed, his
‘best history of literature’ is homologous with Bloom’s history of poetry
that is ‘indistinguishable from [a history of] poetic influence’.29

In a genealogy of firstness, Joyce’s work determines the emergence of later
fiction: Ulysses produces The Great American Novel and Adolphe just as Fin-
negans Wake produces Fragments (with all due respect to Pound’s Joycean
readings of Williams and Rodker, for which there are convincing textual
arguments). Joyce’s innovations, since they came first, diffuse across the
world and inform all subsequent literature. My point here is not to
conflate Larson’s unconvincing reading with Pound’s convincing one, but
to demonstrate the roots of this critical usage of Joyce’s perceived firstness
in the construction of literary history in literary studies – one that is certainly
exacerbated by his popularity and ubiquity. For Pound and Larson, the
motor of literary history is the transmission of the innovations of those
who came first (or who are perceived to have come first) – and it is this con-
ception of change in literary history that, when combined with Joyce’s
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canonisation-through-firstness (as opposed to his content), can encourage
the Joycean confirmation bias that leads to the will to see traces of Joyce
in everything. The study of Joyce’s reception and influence ends up as a feed-
back loop that testifies to the already-settled canonicity of Joyce.

Diffusionist models of literary history have come under a great deal of cri-
ticism in recent years, particularly in response to the at once field-defining
and doggedly diffusionist studies of Franco Moretti and Pascale Casanova.30

In Distant Reading, Moretti draws on his corpus of ‘Modern European Lit-
erature’ to propose that Joyce, along with Franz Kafka, is one of ‘the two
greatest innovators of the twentieth-century novel’, with each offering a
split in the path of the history of the novel: the ‘pattern of polarization’
between Joyce’s ‘total irony of pluristilism’ and Kafka’s ‘terrible seriousness
of allegory’ structures the world history of the novel.31 Likewise, in The
World Republic of Letters, Casanova sees both modernists, like Arno
Schmidt and Henry Roth, and certain postcolonial writers, like Njabulo
Ndebele and Salman Rushdie, as making up the world literary space’s
‘Joycean Family’ – a conspicuously genealogical metaphor that groups
together writers ‘escaping a state of literary and political dependence’
under the sign of Joyce’s legacy.32 In both Moretti and Casanova, versions
of literary history are modelled using Joyce’s afterlife: for them, his transcul-
tural reception and influence is so great as to structure the concept of ‘world
literature’.

The problem with these models is not simply that they are Eurocentric:
they are inaccurate too. By overvaluing Joyce’s firstness, it becomes easy to
propose diffusionist models of literary history that undervalue, or outright
ignore, the possibility of innovations that emerge beyond the parameters
signified by Joyce’s firstness. Accordingly, Alexander Beecroft notes that
the studies of Moretti and Casanova have ‘the perhaps unintended effect
of re-inscribing a hegemonic cultural centre, even as their avowed desire is
to globalise literary studies’.33 In less forgiving terms, Susan Stanford Fried-
man argues that both Moretti and Casanova ‘articulate the patterns and
forces underlying literary history decontextualised from any other historical
conditions’, leading to dangerous simplifications: while, Moretti turns the
West into ‘the site of discursive creation’ and the non-West ‘local materials’,
Casanova’s Gallocentrism ensures that Paris is ‘the dominant core [that]
remains the reference point for comparison’.34 In both cases, literary
history is reduced to a centre-periphery, or dominant-dominated, binary
that at once overestimates the impact of Europe and underestimates the crea-
tive agency of artists and networks outside of the West. As Jahan Ramazani
has recently argued, ‘To reduce world literary transmission to this single
structure is to occlude the mutually transformative nature of intercultural lit-
erary dialogue’.35 Indeed, Alys Moody’s and Stephen J. Ross’ recent anthol-
ogy, Global Modernists on Modernism, provides a definitive evidence base
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that contradicts diffusionist models of global modernism.36 But the most
powerful statement against this use of firstness and diffusionism comes
from Armah’s response to Larson:

Now this language of indebtedness and borrowing and influence is usually a
none too subtle way Western commentators have of saying Africa lacks orig-
inal creativity. [… ] Naturally. Because Africa is inferior; theWest superior. As
African Literature develops, the best of it must become less African, more
Western. The very best of it won’t even be African at all.37

As Moody and Ross note, study of global modernism that ‘defines its texts
either by their conformity to Western models or by their historical links
with Western artists or milieus will always be open to [Armah’s] devastating
charge’.38 If we are to continue to study the reception and influence ofUlysses
– which, as a novel that has unquestionably been widely received and is
highly influential – then it is incumbent on us to find ways of doing so
that do not repeat the both empirical and ethico-political problems engen-
dered by Joyce’s canonisation-through-firstness and diffusionist models of
literary history.

Hypercanonicity and literary studies

The examples of Larson, Pound, Moretti, and Casanova demonstrate that
Joyce’s canonicity-through-firstness has contributed to a tendency to under-
stand his reception and influence in terms of the diffusion of his supposed
firstness. The risks of this are akin to that of Joycean confirmation bias: a
model that envisions Joyce as ‘foreign form’ and the rest of the world as
‘local content’, or that makes of Joyce a yardstick for non-European achieve-
ment, rather quickly becomes a filter that highlights Joyce at the expense of
everything else. But as Moody and Ross remind us, although ‘Western mod-
ernism was one of the central problems for non-Western modernism… the
relationship between any given modernism and the West, while always
central and contested, was not derivative’.39 By valuing Joyce’s afterlife in
terms of his firstness, the ways Joyce has been contested by non-Western
writers are at risk of being overlooked or recognised only as proof of
Joyce’s achievement, rather than understood as valuable on their own
terms and as partners in mutually transformative intercultural dialogue.
The challenge, therefore, is to conceive terms for reading Joyce’s reception
and influence without the baggage of his canonicity-through-firstness.

In the years since Moretti and Casanova, modernist studies has looked to
move beyond Eurocentric paradigms particularly, expanding in what
Douglas Mao and Rebecca Walkowitz have described as ‘temporal, spatial
and vertical directions’.40 Undertaking a similar expansion within the sub-
field of a single author, however, re-states the difficulties of moving
beyond the canon, especially when that single author has been upheld as a
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canonical norm in the global diffusion of modernism. Joyce’s canonicity can
indeed be an asset to the expansion of modernist studies: as Freedman
argues, Joyce’s canonicity, along with the related tendency to ‘spot the
Joycean’, can be marshalled as a strategy for ‘bringing marginal figures
toward the centre’ and ‘to the attention of the Anglophone academy’.41

While the wealth of transcultural work in Joyce studies demonstrates just
how productive this approach can be,42 depending on Joyce’s canonicity as
the occasion for ‘bringing marginal figures toward the centre’ privileges ana-
lyses of Joyce’s positive diffusion across the world and leaves the nature of
Joyce’s canonicity uninterrogated. As a method for expanding Joyce
studies, it reiterates the most intractable problems of diffusionism: the nor-
mativity of Joyce’s firstness is upheld and the challenge to ‘the centre’ of
modernist studies is limited to the superficial question of inclusion. How
mutually transformative can a dialogue with Joyce be if his canonicity is a
precondition of that dialogue? Freedman is attentive to the risks of this strat-
egy, noting that ‘we need to be careful about the danger of… a superficial
labelling of the “Indian Joyce” (Desani, Rushdie), “the Caribbean Joyce”
(Walcott), “the Brazilian Joyce” (Lispector, Luzama), “the Israeli Joyce”
(Grossman) and so forth’, and for her part offers a highly adept reading of
Mulk Raj Anand’s Joycean engagement.43 Nonetheless, I propose that it is
incumbent on future studies of Joyce’s global reception and influence to
take a conscious step beyond the occasion of Joyce’s canonicity if the field
is to avoid ‘superficial labelling’ and to account more fully for the variety
of Joyce’s afterlives.

The difficulty, for Joyce scholars, resides in the tension between, on the
one hand, the assumption that we should lobby for the importance and sig-
nificance of Joyce and, on the other, the knowledge that literary studies at
large is – as it should be – evolving in ways that will change the kinds of
importance and significance attributed to Joyce, especially as the long-
term effects of postcolonial critique continue to re-orient literary studies at
large. Ultimately, Joyce studies has little to fear from such change: given
the culture that has developed around him, as the range of Joycean global
afterlives demonstrates, there is simply not much more to be gained in
arguing for his importance and significance (though that is not to say that
we should not seek to shape the discussions of what makes him so important
and significant). What should worry us, however, is the effect of continuing
to make such a claim in a culture already saturated by Joyce’s ubiquity – that
is, of turning him into a transcendent, ‘hypercanonical’ figure. As Chuh has
recently noted, the effects of ‘hypercanonicity’ on literary studies can be dele-
terious, leading to a critical stasis which limits a field’s expansion to ‘diver-
sification’ (by which she means ‘Liberal representational politics’).44 In a
discussion of curricular multiculturalism in the USA, Chuh turns to
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Herman Melville as an example of the ‘obviously tautological’ effects that
hypercanonicity has had on the field of American literature:

Melville has indeed been central to American Literary history, because he has
been upheld as such by Americanist critics; and because he is central to Amer-
ican Literary history, he can be made to speak transcendentally to sketch the
future of the field. The instance of Melville becomes generalized in this way
and reinscribes his hypercanonical status. We seem to arrive, unchanged, at
our point of departure… 45

Joyce’s status in modernist studies is comparable, and the consequences of
reinscribing Joyce as hypercanonical are equally high. That said, while the
tautological nature of hypercanonicity is itself an obstacle to a field’s devel-
opment, it is important to understand that the obstacle it poses is not to the
expansion of a field as such: rather, as Chuh argues, the association of the
hypercanonical text with literary and aesthetic greatness limits the terms
on which minoritised literatures can be included in the field. In a system
in which minoritised literatures are validated ‘as a sign of a commitment
to diversity’, such literatures are often ‘framed and studied in terms of auth-
enticity, racism, and resistance rather than literariness per se’.46 As such,
while the hypercanonical text is taken to exemplify literary and aesthetic
greatness, the minoritised text is taken as a particular representation of
‘difference’ and ‘politics’.47 ‘Greatness’ and ‘difference’ are presented as
divergent, incompatible concepts, aligned respectively with ‘aesthetics’ and
‘politics’. As Chuh writes:

Critically discussed and institutionally valued through standards of authen-
ticity and bureaucratic investments in diversity, the distinctively aesthetic
qualities of [minoritised literatures] and the metacritical questions of
whether or to what ends it is important to study those distinctive qualities
has been underaddressed.48

We should understand hypercanonicity as a phenomenon that limits critical
dynamism, stultifying literary fields by contributing to the division between
‘aesthetics’ and ‘politics’ that characterises superficial curricular diversifica-
tion. We surely want Joyce to remain a force for critical dynamism in mod-
ernist studies, and we surely do not want Joyce to become an obstacle to
engagement with the aesthetics of minoritised literatures. This necessitates
being comfortable enough with Joyce’s cachet to contribute to a version of
literary studies that ensures our critical endeavours take us somewhere
other than our ‘point of departure’ – even if that means participating in
the de-centring of Joyce in literary studies.

What I am proposing is not so glib as the removal of Joyce from Joyce
studies: literary studies as a whole is better served when Joyce studies can
account for Joyce’s reception and influence without reinscribing the
primacy of Joyce’s canonicity and thereby tangling with the problems of
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hypercanonicity. In the study of Joyce’s global afterlives, this means asking
how we can study Joyce’s transcultural reception and influence in a way
that ensures mutually transformative dialogue – and it is in these terms
that Selvon’s Joycean engagement in The Lonely Londoners is exemplary.
While Selvon’s achievement is comprehensible particularly in the aesthetic
terms that, as Chuh suggests, hypercanonicity obfuscates, his use of Joyce
towards these aesthetic ends takes the form of a contestation that I
contend we should read as ‘creative disaffiliation’. What makes The Lonely
Londoners such a compelling example of Ulysses’ afterlife is that Selvon’s
use of Ulysses is legible both in terms of its canonicity, or greatness, and
its difference, or particularity. For Selvon, while Joyce is different and par-
ticular, he is not identically different or particular: reading the novel
closely, we see how the aesthetic of the novel depends on being able to ident-
ify both the cultural capital and the whiteness of Ulysses. Registering the
afterlife of Ulysses in The Lonely Londoners, we gain an important example
of how the study of Joyce’s afterlife can indeed contribute both to unsettling
the terms of Joyce’s (hyper-)canonicity and to making visible the distinctive
aesthetic qualities of minoritised literatures.

‘Summer-is-hearts’

As noted, ‘Summer’ stands as the novel’s most conspicuous engagement with
Ulysses – but I would argue that Selvon’s use of Joyce is foreshadowed earlier
in the novel, in a subtle and instructive reference to Molly Bloom’s famous
final words. Selvon frames his later invocation of ‘Penelope’ in a conversation
between Tolroy and Tanty about the broken-down marriage of Agnes and
Lewis. Lewis, after ‘put[ting] such a beating on Agnes that she left him for
good’ (TLL 55), has been asking Tolroy, and the rest of his male friends, if
he can help him find where Agnes is staying. Tanty refuses to tell Tolroy,
explaining that Agnes plans to have Lewis charged with assault:

‘Bring him up for assault!’

‘Yes, I advice her. That’s the only way to stop him, the way he getting on’.

‘And she say yes?’

‘Yes, she say yes. So you just wait and see’. (TLL 58)

In Derek Attridge’s helpful schema for categorising Joycean influence, this
constitutes a ‘nod’:49 Tanty’s reported ‘Yes, she say yes’ quite clearly
resembles, and therefore alludes to, Molly’s ‘yes I said yes I will Yes’ (U
18.1608-9). But this ‘Yes’ carries a resonance different to that of Molly’s
acceptance of Bloom’s proposal: the collective ‘Yes’ of Agnes and Tanty
transforms Molly’s affirmative into a direct challenge to the masculinity of
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Lewis and ‘the boys’; not ‘I will Yes’ but the combative ‘yes. So you just wait
and see’. As Moses has warned Lewis, ‘women in this country not like
Jamaica, you know. They have rights over here, and they always shouting
for something’ (TLL 54). It is as if the ‘Yes’ of Agnes and Tanty signals par-
ticipation in this new sexual economy: not exactly Molly’s ‘Yes’ of mutual
dependence and desire, but a ‘Yes’ that nevertheless asserts, like Molly, an
expressive agency beyond the understanding of the male protagonists. In
Selvon’s interrogation of the loneliness of his Londoners, the operations of
sexuality and desire are at the fore – and in this, ‘Penelope’, before we
even reach ‘Summer’, is linked to the new sexual economy created by
migration and urbanity.

It is less surprising, then, that Selvon should choose to make ‘Summer’, his
most sexually explicit episode by far, one that resembles ‘Penelope’ so clearly.
That formal resemblance constitutes Selvon’s second, and most obvious, nod
to ‘Penelope’, to which he adds two more subtle nods at the very end of the
section:

… all these things happen in the blazing summer under the trees in the park on
the grass with the daffodils and tulips in full bloom and a sky of blue oh it does
really be beautiful then to hear the birds whistling and see the green leaves
come back on the trees and in the night the world turn upside down and every-
body hustling that is life that is London… (TLL 101)

In the rhythm of these lines, with their accumulating conjunctions and atten-
tion to nature, and in the choice of the word ‘bloom’, Selvon nods to ‘Pene-
lope’, deepening the section’s formal Joycean connection with specific
details. But to what end? Attridge’s taxonomy is again helpful: these nods
to ‘Penelope’ help to establish a thematic ‘echo’, which is when ‘the work
in question establishes a link with the precursor through some type of simi-
larity’ either in style or theme.50 Just like the final moments of ‘Penelope’, the
end of ‘Summer’ figures a rapt and libidinous nostalgia: while Molly conflates
memories of Gibraltar and Poldy’s proposal, Selvon’s narrator recalls the
exceptional state of the London summer, when nature comes back to life
‘after all them cold and wet months’ (TLL 93). But the echo does not lead
to the same orgasmic affirmation as ‘Penelope’; Selvon strikes a decidedly
flatter and more ambivalent tone:

… oh lord Galahad say when the sweetness of summer get in him he say he
would never leave the old Brit’n as long as he live and Moses sigh a long
sigh like a man who live life and see nothing at all in it and who frighten as
the years go by wondering what it is all about. (TLL 101-2)

While Galahad, who is a new arrival to London, is still swept up by the magic
of the London summer, Moses, who has seen a few, looks at his friend and
finds in the prospect of yet another summer an existential dread. In
‘Summer’, then, Selvon makes a series of nods to Joyce – performs a
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proximity to him – only to then diverge from him. ‘Summer’ does not re-
voice Joyce: it disidentifies Moses from Molly. Between the re-voicing of
Molly’s ‘Yes’ by Agnes and Tanty and the disidentification of ‘Summer’,
Selvon’s use of ‘Penelope’ seems to ask us to take ‘Penelope’ as a foil for
something in the lives of ‘the boys’ – as if ‘Penelope’ is meant to signal some-
thing that contributes to or participates in Moses’ feeling of loneliness and
futility.

Moses’ ‘long sigh’ is elaborated upon most clearly at the very end of the
novel, as he feels the boredom of London more and more, ‘But it reach a
stage…where he get so accustom to the pattern that he can’t do anything
about it’ (TLL 138). Moses stands by the Thames, thinking that ‘Under the
kiff-kiff laughter, behind the ballad and the episode, the what-happening,
the summer-is-hearts, he could see a great aimlessness, a great restless,
swaying movement that leaving you standing in the same spot’ (TLL 138-
9). This sense of stasis is the heart of Moses’, and the boys’, loneliness; as Sus-
heila Nasta writes, ‘By the end of the novel Moses is aware of a meaningless
repetition and circularity in the group’s existence’.51 But if summer is a
reminder of the futility of existence for Moses, what makes it so exceptionally
sweet for a naïf like Galahad? The reference, in ‘Summer’, to ‘the green leaves
come back on the trees and in the night the world turn upside down’ is key:
summer is like carnival, in which the world as it is lived is temporarily trans-
formed into something ‘parodic, egalitarian, and subversive’.52 When
summer arrives:

… all them girls throw away heavy winter coat and wearing light summer
frocks so you could see the legs and shapes that was hiding away from the
cold blasts and you could coast a lime in the park… and on a nice day
every manjack and his brother going to the park with his girl and laying
down on the green and making love… (TLL 92)

Unlike the winter, when the Dickensian fog obscures the view of anything
beyond one’s immediate vicinity, the summer provides Londoners a momen-
tary glimpse of everything and everyone: it re-orients Moses and the boys
within a city suddenly visible and brimming with libidinal possibility. This
is the promise of the London summer: ‘when summer come is fire in the
town big times fete like stupidness and you have to keep the blood cool
for after all them cold and wet months you like you roaring to go’ (TLL 93).

Nonetheless, as Kate Houlden persuasively argues, this carnival is not the
exceptional state it seems: although Selvon appears to frame his characters as
triumphantly ‘conquering the city through its women’, ‘Summer’ actually
provides a highly stratified picture of the operations of sexuality and desire
in London.53 Even as we hear that ‘to talk of all the episodes that Moses
had with woman in London would take bags of ballad Moses move
through all the nationalities in the world and then he start the circle again’
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(TLL 93), the encounters Selvon represents are determined entirely by socio-
economic status and race. Initially, the women of ‘Summer’ are sex workers,
with whom the boys ‘negotiate ten shillings or a pound’, and migrant dom-
estic workers, since ‘everybody know how after the war them rich English
family sending to the continent to get domestic’ (TLL 92, 93). Selvon then
focuses at greater length on the ‘rich English’ themselves, particularly
those who look to Moses and the boys for more transgressive activities: a
voyeur who ‘play as if he fall asleep and give Moses a free hand’ and
another who ‘want to pay Moses to go with [a] woman’, a wealthy ‘pansy’
who Moses humours, and women who ‘can’t get big thrills unless they
have a black man in the company’ (TLL 96, 98, 99, 101). In each of these
encounters, the apparent sexual freedom of the summer looks more like
the freedom of wealthy white English people to fetishise the poor and the
racialised. As Selvon writes:

… the cruder you are the more the girls like you you can’t put on any English
accent for them or play ladeda or tell them you studying medicine in Oxford or
try to be polite and civilise they don’t want that sort of thing at all they want
you to live up to the films and stories they hear about black people living
primitive in the jungles of the world… (TLL 100)

When Moses sighs his long sigh in the face of Galahad’s excitement at the
memory and prospect of the London summer, he is feeling, as Houlden
puts it, that ‘The “wild” element of the city’s sex life is not so much the
freedom offered by London, as the racialised sexual fantasies animating
British life’.54 In one of the novel’s most famous scenes, Galahad thinks of
the regular racist humiliations to which he is subjected, and speaks to the
‘colour of his hand’:

‘Colour, is you what causing all this, you know. Why the hell you can’t be blue,
or red or green, if you can’t be white? You know is you that cause a lot of
misery in the world. Is not me, you know, is you! I ain’t do anything to infuri-
ate the people and them, is you! Look at you, you so black and innocent, and
this time so you causing misery all over the world’ (TLL 77)

Galahad, in his own innocence, tries to convince himself that racism can be
understood in terms of the most superficial aesthetics – as if the meanings
attributed to racial difference boil down to basic colour theory. In Galahad’s
exuberance at the end of ‘Summer’, Moses hears that he is yet to understand
that the libidinous thrill of the summer is part of the same phenomenon that
keeps him from being able to find a steady place to live.

Houlden, following in the footsteps of critics like Michel Fabre and Nasta,
emphasises the novel’s ‘calypso aesthetics’, arguing that ‘Summer’ draws par-
ticularly on calypso’s ‘more subversive aspects’ in order to process ‘the boys’
own ambivalent responses to white sexual transgression’.55 So what exactly is
the Joycean engagement there for? What is ‘Penelope’ being made to stand
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for in ‘Summer’? Why does ‘Penelope’ step in as an alienating factor in
Moses’ ballad? Since the section focuses at such length on white sexual trans-
gression, and suggests, in its final lines, that Galahad’s enthusiasm for
summer is connected to his position within the racialised sexual economy
of London, I contend that Selvon draws on ‘Penelope’, and the risqué repu-
tation ofUlysses by extension, as a marker of the white woman’s sexual trans-
gression. When Selvon disidentifies Moses from Molly, Molly stands in for
an idea of the liberated white woman whose sexual liberation depends
upon race as a site of fetish.56 Moreover, when Selvon has Agnes and
Tanty appropriate Molly’s ‘Yes’, he intimates that the rights Caribbean
women are seizing may equally be premised on a fundamentally racist con-
ception of the Caribbean man.57 Indeed, one of Molly’s most conspicuous
fantasies hinges explicitly on the transgression of interraciality:

… I was thinking would I go around by the quays there some dark evening
where nobodyd know me and pick up a sailor off the sea thatd be hot for it
and not care a pin whose I was only do it off up in a gate somewhere or one
of those wildlooking gipsies in Rathfarnham had their camp pitched near
the Bloomfield laundry to try and steal our things… that blackguardlooking
fellow with the fine eyes peeling a switch attack me in the dark and ride me
up against a wall without a word or a murderer anybody… (U 18.1410-1419)

The erotic potential of ‘wildlooking gipsies’ is contingent on Molly’s under-
standing of them as racialised others, complete with primitive and criminal
tendencies – and in this moment Molly does indeed figure as bound up in the
‘racialised sexual fantasies animating British life’.58

This is not to say, of course, that Selvon’s disidentification of Moses
from Molly means that Moses stands outside of this dynamic: notwith-
standing the impossibility of doing so, his behaviour throughout
‘Summer’ and the book as a whole demonstrates that, for all his sighing
and ambivalence, he is more often than not willing to take part in
London’s sexual economy. As Moses thinks, immediately before lamenting
the stasis ‘under the kiff-kiff laughter’, he will wait until after the summer
to decide whether to return to Trinidad, because ‘the summer does really
be hearts’ (TLL 137). It is to say that in Selvon’s use of Joyce, he invites his
readers to understand ‘Penelope’ – its style and content – in terms of
whiteness, not formal firstness. In ‘Summer’ itself, Selvon’s calypsonian aes-
thetic subsumes the Joycean one, subverting it by casting it as a form that
ultimately excludes and alienates Moses and ‘the boys’. The very final vign-
ette of ‘Summer’, immediately preceding Moses’ long sigh, makes this clear.
We hear of a Jamaican who was once picked up by ‘a woman in Chelsea in
a smart flat with all sorts of surrealistic painting on the walls and contem-
porary furniture in the G-plan’:
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… the poor fellar bewildered and asking questions to improve himself because
the set-up look like the World of Art but the number not interested in passing
on any knowledge she only interested in one thing and in the heat of emotion
she call the Jamaican a black bastard though she didn’t mean it as an insult but
as a compliment under the circumstances… (TLL 101)

Beyond simple confirmation of the diagnosis of blackness as a site of fetish,
this story forces the reader to consider that the ‘World of Art’ and access to it
may not necessarily be free of the politics of the exclusionary status quo, or
‘aesthetically autonomous’,59 and may in fact depend upon the denigration
of the Black subject for its integrity. Given Ulysses’ reputation as ‘high mod-
ernism’, we can take this vignette as a hint that we should read the section’s
appropriated Joycean form as a cipher for that same ‘World of Art’. More-
over, that it leads to the Jamaican man giving the woman a ‘thump’ (TLL
101) recalls the circumstances that lead to the combative ‘Yes’ of Agnes
and Tanty, as if the behaviour of the woman in Chelsea is equally implicated
in the new forms of agency that Caribbean women exercise in London.
Appropriating ‘Penelope’ for the novel’s ‘ballads’, Joyce’s canonical
firstness is re-cast as whiteness’ aesthetic of fetishism – one end of the con-
tinuum of anti-Black racism. Ulysses, artfully subverted by Selvon’s distinc-
tive calypsonian aesthetic, becomes little more than the function of the
racialised sexual economy of Britain.60

Creative disaffiliation

If the goal of the study of Joyce’s global afterlives should be mutually trans-
formative dialogue that does not return us ‘unchanged, at our point of depar-
ture’, the case of The Lonely Londoners is exemplary of both the potential and
difficulty of that study. Selvon draws on Joyce’s canonisation-through-
firstness and casts that formal experimentalism as a factor in the alienation
and isolation of his protagonists – which is to say that he requires his
readers to understand Joyce both in terms of his canonicity, or greatness,
and his difference, or particularity. The example of Selvon’s use of Joyce in
The Lonely Londoners cuts across the categorical divisions that, per Chuh,
liberal representational politics sustain in literary studies. Indeed, Selvon
engages with Joyce so as to subordinate ‘Penelope’ entirely to his calypsonian
aesthetic: in addition to the above reading of the ‘Yes’ of Agnes and Tanty
and the form of ‘Summer’, we could also consider how the novel disrupts
the Ulyssean model by placing its subversion of ‘Penelope’ in its middle,
rather than at its end, or how the episode’s decoupling from a single con-
sciousness epitomises its move away from singular protagonists towards col-
lective ones. Selvon’s contestation ofUlysses can be understood as the inverse
of the ‘creative affiliation’ that Srininvas Aravamudan sees in G.V. Desani’s
All About H. Hatterr: while Aravamudan makes a claim for Desani’s
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achievement through his affiliative rather than imitative relationship to
Joyce, I want to make an equal claim for Selvon’s achievement through a
process of creative disaffiliation that makes the considered disidentification
from Joyce integral to his aesthetic. As the example of The Lonely Londoners
demonstrates, reading with an eye for ‘creative disaffiliation’ may provide
one method towards a study of Joyce’s afterlife that unsettles the terms of
hypercanonicity while making legible the distinct aesthetic qualities of min-
oritised literatures.
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